Supporting Commercial Lines
Through Digital Transformation
and Beyond

Commitment

Commitment
Engineers dedicated to
Commercial lines

Serving all tiers and all LOBs,
in the US and globally
From Small Business to Large Commercial — We’ve designed
our software to support different segments of complexity of
the Commercial lines market.

Retail
Design and deliver
policies that help your
small-business clients
protect their assets,
and their futures,
simply and easily.

Mid-Market

Large Commercial

Offer flexible solutions
to meet the unique
needs of mid-market
businesses while
leaving out the pieces
they don’t need.

Combine lines of
insurance to manage
the wide and varied
array of risks that large
businesses face.

Specialty Risk

London Market

There are as many unique risks as
there are businesses to face them —
make sure your product offerings
and processes are set up to deliver
profitably on your clients’ needs.

Ensure that your global and reinsurance
offerings are on pace with the needs of
the London broker community.

Customers
Guidewire’s first customer was
a Commercial lines insurer.
We’ve built US and international Commercial lines capabilities into our
platform from the beginning through our commitment to supporting
these customers’ unique requirements, and we’re excited to continue
to do so as the Commercial lines landscape changes.
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Customers have licensed
Commercial lines solutions
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Purpose-Built Solutions
Full Workflow Support
We provide a full-suite solution (including claims, policy, and billing)
that fully enables the end-to-end insurance value chain.

Out-of-the-Box Functionality
Contingencies

Balanced Weighted Workloads

Reinsurance Management

Subrogation Tracking

PCM

LOB-Specific Data Model
for Analytics

Indirect Billing
Predictive Claims Triage

Standards Based ISO Templates *— We’ve invested heavily in our
partnership with Verisk ISO to support ISO commercial content
for the US market. Pre-built ISO templates cover all states to help
dramatically jump-start new product development.
*US Only

To learn more, visit www.guidewire.com/commercial

